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Abstract

In this paper, a novel method to learn the intrinsic object
structure for robust visual tracking is proposed. The basic
assumption is that the parameterized object state lies on a
low dimensional manifold and can be learned from train-
ing data. Based on this assumption, firstly we derived the
dimensionality reduction and density estimation algorithm
for unsupervised learning of object intrinsic representation,
the obtained non-rigid part of object state reduces even to
2 dimensions. Secondly the dynamical model is derived
and trained based on this intrinsic representation. Thirdly
the learned intrinsic object structure is integrated into a
particle-filter style tracker. We will show that this intrinsic
object representation has some interesting properties and
based on which the newly derived dynamical model makes
particle-filter style tracker more robust and reliable. Exper-
iments show that the learned tracker performs much better
than existing trackers on the tracking of complex non-rigid
motions such as fish twisting with self-occlusion and large
inter-frame lip motion. The proposed method also has the
potential to solve other type of tracking problems.

1. Introduction

Visual tracking could be regarded as a probabilistic in-
ference problem of maintaining an accurate representation
of the posterior on an object given observations in the im-
age sequences. Various efforts on improving tracking per-
formance are concentrated on the following three aspects:
the object state representation, the dynamical model and the
measurement model. The object state representation is a
fundamental problem in computer vision and is very impor-
tant to the tracker’s performance. Typical object representa-
tion includes parameterized shapes [2] [7], a combination of
shape and color [17] and the exemplar-based models [15].
A good object representation should improve its specificity
and compactness. Hierarchical linear dimensionality reduc-
tion method [6] or mixtures of linear models [14] are usu-

ally used to improve the specificity of object representa-
tion. The tracker’s performance also depends on the state
dimension and it is extremely difficult to get good results
from particle filters in the spaces of dimension greater than
10 [3]. The dynamical model is either derived from a pri-
ori human knowledge with adjustable free parameters that
can be trained [9], or completely learned from a large col-
lection of data [12]. The measurement model that models
the image observation likelihood is derived either directly
from edge or image SSD with an ad-hoc knowledge [1] or
learned probabilistically [11].

The common problem of the existing methods is that
the obtained object state is not a globally coordinated low
dimensional vector in a continuous metric space, which
makes the tracking inefficient or suffered from local-
minimum problem. The basic idea of intrinsic tracking is
to first learn the highly compact and specific object repre-
sentation that should be accurate enough to preserve object
details and should have a density model for the probabilistic
tracking. We will also show that for an actual deformable
object, this representation is global and usually has some
semantic interpretations. Then based on the object density
model, the dynamical model is derived and factorized in the
form of mixture of Gaussian diffusions. Finally, the learned
intrinsic object structure is integrated into a particle filter
framework for visual tracking.

This paper could be viewed as an attempt to ap-
ply the state-of-art non-linear dimensionality reduction
method [10] [13] in the field of non-rigid object tracking.
Significant improvements are made to fulfill the tracking
task since it is not straightforward to apply the dimension-
ality reduction method in visual tracking. First, in the di-
mensionality reduction algorithm that converts the high-
dimensional parametric object state to a low-dimensional
intrinsic object state, the dimension of intrinsic state could
be much lower than that of the original parametric state and
it is difficult to preserve the variance in the low dimensional
space, so the mapping between the high-dimensional and
low-dimensional data is not accurate. Second, the dynami-
cal model on the low-dimensional intrinsic state may still be



complex, and the probabilistic noise in the dynamical model
can’t be simply assumed as a Gaussian, therefore a general
multi-modal dynamical model is needed. The contributions
of this paper include: 1) An improved non-parametric di-
mensionality reduction generalization algorithm to estab-
lish an accurate mapping between the parametric object
state and the intrinsic object state. 2) A maximum likeli-
hood (ML) estimation of the object density parameters that
is fast and efficient. 3) A factorized dynamical model in the
form of mixture of Gaussian diffusions.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the algo-
rithm of learning a low dimensional object intrinsic repre-
sentation is presented. In section 3 the mapping between the
high-dimensional parametric state and the low-dimensional
intrinsic states is introduced. In section 4, the modeling and
learning of the dynamical model is described. The proba-
bilistic tracking algorithm is implemented in section 5. In
section 6, the experimental results on fish and lip tracking
are given and compared to the existing tracker.

2. Learning object intrinsic representation

The object intrinsic representation is a low dimensional
representation with a density model that captures the global
structure of a curved manifold. The manifold is the space
of all the high-dimensional parametric object state. The
object density is modeled by mixture of factor analyzers
(MFA) [5]. In order to estimate the parameters of MFA
model with low dimensional factors, the existing dimen-
sionality reduction algorithm is used to determine the fac-
tors in MFA, and the k-means algorithm is used to deter-
mine the label of mixture component. By converting the
above latent variable into an observable variable, we de-
rived a ML algorithm to estimate the density parameters
efficiently.

2.1. Object density modeling using MFA model

In factor analysis (FA) [5], the generative model is given
by:

x = Λy + u (1)

Wherex is a D-dimensional real-valued data vector,y is a
d-dimensional vector of the real-valued factor and d is gen-
erally much smaller than D.Λ is known as the factor loading
matrix. The factory is assumed to beN(v,Σ) distributed (a
Gaussian distribution with meanv and covarianceΣ). The
D-dimensional random variableu is N(µ,Ψ) distributed,
whereΨ is a diagonal matrix,y andu are assumed to be
independent.

Now for a mixture of M factor analyzers indexed byw,
w=1,.., M, the generative model is:

x|w = Λwy|w + uw (2)

From (2), the overall distribution of the MFA model is given
by:

P (x,y, w) = P (x|y, w)P (y|w)P (w) (3)

P (x|y, w) = N(Λwy + uw,Ψw) (4)

P (y|w) = N(vw,Σw) (5)

2.2. Dimensionality reduction

In the framework of unsupervised nonlinear dimension-
ality reduction method [10] [13], we consider a high di-
mensional data setX = {x1,x2, ..,xn} with xi ∈ RD

that lies on ad < D dimensional, possible nonlinear man-
ifold (plus some noise outside the manifold), the goal is to
express the data in the intrinsic coordinates of the mani-
fold: Y = {y1,y2, ..,yn} with yi ∈ Rd. Thus the method
aims at obtaining a compact object representation from ex-
amples, that is, to discover a few degrees of freedom that
underlie the observed modes of continuous variability with-
out use of a priori knowledge.

In the experiment, we use the ISOMAP algorithm [13]
for dimensionality reduction. The aim of ISOMAP is to
preserve the topological structure of the data. As an ex-
ample, the algorithm is applied on the shape space of a
swimming fish with its results illustrated in Figure 1. In
this particular example, the ISOMAP algorithm discovers
the 2-dimensional semantic meaningful coordinates that ap-
proximately corresponding to the two axes in the polar co-
ordinates system and the resulted intrinsic space captures
more shape details than PCA.

Figure 1. Left: dimensionality reduction us-
ing PCA. The first two variation modes are
selected and the resulted intrinsic coordi-
nates approximately lie on a circle and many
fish deformation modes such as twisting are
lost. Right: dimensionality reduction using
ISOMAP. The red data points are visualized.
The green line represents the major mode of
variability that accounts for the fish rotation
and the yellow lines represent the mode of
variability that accounts for the local twisting.



2.3. Density parameters estimation

In the MFA model specified by equation (2),y, w are
the latent variables and the parameters of the MFA model
are{Λw,µw, P (w),Ψw}. We developed a ML based es-
timation algorithm that can efficiently estimate the model
parameters for the subsequent tracking task. The idea is
to make the latent variable ”observable” under certain as-
sumptions. By assuming that the original training data lies
in a low dimensional manifold, we use the intrinsic coor-
dinate obtained in the dimensionality reduction algorithm
to replace the latent variabley. Similarly suppose those
closely gathered training data points are generated by the
same probabilistic mixture component, we use the k-means
algorithm to label the training data and replace the latent
variablew with the label. Since the dimensionality reduc-
tion algorithm and the k-means algorithm are both unsuper-
vised, the whole learning algorithm is also unsupervised.

Given the training data set{xi,yi, wi}, i = 1, .., N ,
where wi is the label of{xi,yi}, wi ∈ [1,M ], M is
the number of mixture components in the MFA model.
Consider equation (4)-(5), the complete data log-likelihood
function is defined as:

Φ(Θ) =
n∑

i=1

[−1
2

log(|Ψwi
|) − 1

2
x̄T

i Ψ−1
wi

x̄i −

1
2

log(|Σwi
|) − 1

2
ȳT

i Σ−1
wi

ȳi + log(αwi
)] (6)

Wherex̄i = xi − Λwi
yi − µwi

, ȳi = yi − vwi
, αwi

=
p(wi),

∑M
wi=1 αwi

= 1. Now the model parameters are
Θ = {αl,vl,Σl,Λl,µl,Ψl}, l = 1, ..,M . In our experi-
ment, we setΣl to be a full covariance matrix andΨl to be
a constrained covariance matrix proportional to the identity
matrix. The parameters are estimated by maximizing the
objective function in equation (6). Detailed formulation of
each parameter can be found in Appendix A. The result of
the k-means centers and the density model of the fish shape
are demonstrated in Figure.2.

3. Mapping between high and low dimensional
states

Given the low dimensional representation with the den-
sity models, we now need to establish the mapping between
high and low dimensional states. Denote the mapping as:
ξ : RD → Rd,y = ξ(x) andη : Rd → RD,x = η(y),
wherex,y are the high and low dimensional vectors re-
spectively. Since the density model is known, one straight-
forward method is to take the conditional expectation ofx
andy as the mapping function. It is formulated as follows:

η(y) = E(x|y) =
∑

w

(Λwy + µw)P (w|y) (7)

Figure 2. Left: cluster centers of the fish
shape by the k-means algorithm. Right: re-
sulted MFA model. There are 17 mixture com-
ponents, where ’+’ represents mixture center
and the ellipse represents the equal probabil-
ity curve of 2 s.t.d.

ξ(x) = E(y|x) =
∑

w

((ΛT
wΛw)−1ΛT

w(x − µw))P (w|x)

(8)
One problem of the above parametric mapping is thatη ◦ ξ
and ξ ◦ η are not identity mappings even on the training
set. The inaccuracy is due to the simplified density model.
Actually, the mapping fromy to x is more difficult since
there are limited training data and we just assumeΨl to be
a constrained matrix proportional to the identity matrix, as
described in section 2.3.

An accurate non-parametric form of mapping is thus de-
rived. Inspired from the LLE algorithm [10], we use the
similar idea of local neighborhood reconstruction (in the
training set) to construct the accurate mappings between
high and low dimensional data. The idea basically has two
assumptions: 1. Each data point and its neighbors are ly-
ing on a locally linear patch of the manifold and the local
geometry of these patches is characterized by some linear
coefficients that reconstruct each data point from its neigh-
bors. 2. The same weights that reconstruct the ith data point
in D-dimensions should also reconstruct its intrinsic mani-
fold coordinates in d-dimensions and vice visa. Based on
these assumptions, the process of computing the outputx
for input y has the following steps: 1) Identify the neigh-
bors ofy among the training set that can reconstruct it. 2)
Compute the linear weights that best reconstructy from the
selected neighbors. This can be implemented by solving a
linear equation problem. 3) Since the neighbors ofy have
known corresponding high dimensional coordinates,x is
then obtained by linearly combining these coordinates with
the calculated weights.

One important problem that needs to be considered is
how to select the neighbors ofy for reconstruction in step
1. Usually K nearest neighbors ofy are selected, but the lo-
cal covariance matrix may suffer from degeneracy when the



local difference vectors are linearly dependent. This can re-
sult in multiple solutions of the linear weights. Although we
can add regularization term to avoid the degeneracy, the re-
construction weights may still be highly deviated when the
local covariance matrix is far from full rank. This will make
the reconstructedx far away from the position according to
the training data. So we propose an efficient algorithm to
select the neighbors that can make local covariance matrix
be full rank. The algorithm is a variant of the Gram-Schmidt
process. The algorithm guarantees that we can get an accu-
rate mapping between the high and low dimensional states
at least on the training set. Detailed algorithm can be found
in Appendix B.

4. Modeling and learning of the dynamical
model

The dynamical model is constructed based on the ob-
ject’s intrinsic representation. Assume the Markov property
of the dynamical process, the dynamical model can be rep-
resented byP (yt|yt−1). Given the object density model
and assume statistical independence betweenwt|wt−1 and
yt−1, the dynamical model can be factorized as follows:

P (yt|yt−1) =
∑

wt

P (yt|yt−1, wt)P (wt|yt−1) =

∑
wt,wt−1

P (yt|yt−1, wt)P (wt|wt−1)P (wt−1|yt−1)(9)

Where P (wt−1|yt−1) can be calculated directly;
P (wt|wt−1) is the item of the Markov matrix representing
the transition probabilities between different mixtures, de-
noted asJ = [P (wt|wt−1)]M∗M , it can be learned from
the transition histogram of training data;P (yt|yt−1, wt) is
the dynamical model under fixed mixture label, it can be
modeled as a first-order Gaussian Auto-Regressive Process
(ARP) defined by:

P (yt|yt−1, wt) = N(Awt
yt−1 + bwt

, Cyt−1,wt
) (10)

Equation (10) has two parts: 1) The deterministic part with
parametersAwt

andbwt
and 2) the stochastic part of Gaus-

sian noise with zero mean and covariance matrixCyt−1,wt

4.1. Learning parameters of the dynamical model

The parameters in the dynamical model areΞ =
{Al,bl, Cl(yt−1), J}, l = 1, ..,M . The learning algorithm
is briefly described as follows:

Learning deterministic parameters:Since the dynami-
cal system is directly observable, the parametersAl,bl of
the first order ARP can be learned from training data using
the MLE algorithm as described in [9].

Learning stochastic parameters: We assume that
Cl(yt−1) is proportional to the covariance matrix of the

corresponding mixtureΣl and the factor is determined by
yt−1 : Cl(yt−1) = a(yt−1) ∗ Σl. In our experiment,
a(yt−1) is a piecewise constant value depends on the dis-
tance thatyt−1 apart from the corresponding mixture cen-
ters.

Learning Markov matrix: The Markov matrix J can be
learned from the transition histogram of temporally contin-
uous training data. We first pick up key-frame object and
calculate its intrinsic coordinate. After applying the expo-
nential filter to smooth the transition probability, the tran-
sition histogram is constructed. Then the histogram is nor-
malized to be the Markov matrix.

4.2. Mixture of Gaussian diffusion noise model

From equation (9) and (10), we get the dynamical model
in the form of mixture of Gaussian diffusion (MGD) noises:

P (yt|yt−1) =
∑

wt

N(Awt
yt−1+bwt

, Cyt−1,wt
)β(wt;yt−1)

(11)
Where:β(wt;yt−1) =

∑
wt−1

P (wt|wt−1)P (wt−1|yt−1),
Each Gaussian noise is located at the positionAwt

yt−1 +
bwt

, with the covariance matrixCyt−1,wt
and mixture coef-

ficient β(wt;yt−1). The noise parameters change dynam-
ically according to the current stateyt−1. An illustration
of the mixture of Gaussian diffusion noise model in one di-
mension is shown in Figure 3. Such noise model can be eas-
ily implemented in a particle-filter based tracker described
in section 5. It worth pointing out that the multi-peak nar-
rowed noise cost lesser particles to fill the high probability
region.

Figure 3. Mixture of Gaussian diffusion noise
model

5. Probabilistic tracking

The probabilistic tracking algorithm is briefly presented
in this section. The tracker adopts the framework of ICON-
DENSATION algorithm [8]. There are conceptually 3 com-
ponents in the tracker: the object representation, the dynam-
ical model and the measurement model. For the detailed
measurement model, please refer to [16].



One step of the tracking algorithm is depicted in Fig-
ure 4. The conditional object state density at time t is
represented by the weighted sample set{(s(n)

t , π
(n)
t ), n =

1, .., N} wheres
(n)
t is a discrete random sample and has a

probability proportional to its weightπ(n)
t .

Generate sample setSt at timet from sample setSt−1

at timet − 1. St = {(s(n)
t , π

(n)
t ), n = 1, ..N}, St−1 =

{(s(n)
t−1, π

(n)
t−1), n = 1, .., N}. For i =1 toN :

1) s
(i)
t,0=ImportanceResampling(St−1). Hybrid method

is used: the new samples can be generated from the im-
portance prior, the importance function or the posterior
density function at timet − 1. Each option has a fixed
probability to be selected.
2) s

(i)
t =Prediction(s(i)

t,0).

2.1) If s
(i)
t,0 is drawn from the importance prior or impor-

tance function, then a small Gaussian noise is added to
s
(i)
t,0 to gets(i)

t .

2.2) Else split the sampless(i)
t,0 into 2 parts: s

(i)
t,0 =

s
(i)
t,0,a+s

(i)
t,0,b, wheres(i)

t,0,a is rigid state part of translation

and scale,s(i)
t,0,b is the part of non-rigid or intrinsic state.

The rigid state is predicted using a second order linear
predictor. And the intrinsic state is predicted by adding
the MGD noise as follows: first the mixture labelwt is
selected with a probability proportional toβ(wt; s

(i)
t,0,b),

then the non-rigid state is predicted using the dynamical
model of mixturewt.
3) π

(i)
t = λ

(i)
t ∗Measurement(η(s(i)

t )). Whereλ
(i)
t is the

importance sampling correction term of sampless
(i)
t,0, η

is the mapping function from low to high dimensional
data.

Figure 4. Probabilistic tracking algorithm.

6. Experiments

We performed two experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the intrinsic tracker. The first experiment is to
track a swimming fish in a cluttered background. The fish
swims, rotates and twists. It is challenging to robustly track
the non-rigid motion of such a fish. In the second experi-
ment, we track lip with large inter-frame motion of different
people under different poses. The dense in-mouth clutter
will probably distract the tracker without a multi-model in-
trinsic dynamical model to achieve correct prediction. The
intrinsic tracker is compared to the ICondensation tracker.

6.1. Fish tracking

In the fish tracking experiment, the fish shape is first
modeled by a cubic B-spline curve with 18 control points.

Then the PCA model of the fish shape is trained from about
120 selected frames and the fish shape state reduces to 22 di-
mensions, accounting for 99.9% of the total variance. Then
the intrinsic fish representation and its intrinsic dynamics
are learned. There are 17 mixtures in the MFA model and
the resulted intrinsic state of fish is 2 dimensional. The pa-
rameters of dynamical model are learned according to sec-
tion 4.1. The first 200 frames of fish swimming are taken
as the training sequence in which the fish swims forward,
backward and twist.

Since the ICondensation algorithm without intrinsic
fish representation is unstable, so we integrate the low-
dimensional intrinsic representation into the ICondensation
algorithm. The image measurement is also made the same
for both trackers for comparison. The image measurement
model is similar as that used in [16] except that we use
gray steerable edge instead of color edge and only the fish
and non-fish color histograms are constructed. The intrinsic
tracker needs 2000 samples to achieve stable result while
the ICondensation tracker needs 1000 samples (but it lost
track when the fish twist). The intrinsic tracker runs at about
1HZ and the ICondensation tracker runs at about 2HZ on a
Pentium IV 1.4G computer.

The tracking result of the fish swimming is shown in Fig-
ure 5. The original image size is 384*288 and the shown im-
age is cropped into much smaller regions for clarity. Both
trackers correctly track the position of the fish. The intrinsic
tracker correctly tracks the twist and rotation motion of fish
while the ICondesation tracker lost track when the fish turn
its direction (as in frame 81, 181, etc).

In order to get a quantified result, we manually label
some fish shape as the ground truth data and compare it
to the tracking result. The chamfer distance [4] between
corresponding two shapes is calculated as the error residue.
Figure 6. shows the graph of error residue for both the in-
trinsic tracker and the ICondensation tracker.

6.2. Lip tracking

In the lip tracking experiment, the lip shape is first mod-
eled by two cubic B-spline curves with 13 and 5 control
points respectively, representing the upper and lower outer
lip contour. Then the PCA model of the lip shape is trained
from about 100 selected frames and the lip shape state re-
duces to 14 dimensions, accounting for 99% of the total
variance. Then the intrinsic lip representation and its intrin-
sic dynamics are learned. There are 11 mixtures in the MFA
model and the resulted intrinsic state of lip is 2 dimensional.
The parameters of dynamical model are learned in the same
way as in the fish tracking experiment and the large inter-
frame motion training sequence is used. Both the ICon-
densation tracker and the intrinsic tracker use the global lip
corner prediction algorithm [16] to predict lip corners. 500



Figure 5. Fish tracking. Top Block (3 rows):
ICondensation tracker result. Bottom Block
(3 rows): intrinsic tracker result. For each
block, the first row is a swimming fish under
different pose corresponding to frame 54, 81,
181, 234. The second row is a sequence of
fish twist from left to right corresponding to
frame 260, 263, 266, 269, 272. The third row
is a sequence that fish tilt down and twist
corresponding to frame 531, 535, 539, 543,
547.

samples are used for both trackers to achieve stable result.
The tracking result of large inter-frame motion with

dense clutter is shown in Figure 7. The intrinsic tracker
can track the rapid open mouth motion while the IConden-
sation tracker performs poorly in this case. This shows the
necessity of applying the multi-modal dynamical model.

The lip tracking result of different persons at different
poses (head rotation about 20 degrees) and the illustration
of intrinsic lip representation are shown in Figure 8.

7. Conclusions

A method of learning object intrinsic structure for vi-
sual tracking is presented. The object intrinsic structure in-
cludes an intrinsic representation and an intrinsic dynamical
model. The obtained object intrinsic state is actually a glob-

Figure 6. Quantified results of the IConden-
sation tracker and the intrinsic tracker on the
fish swimming sequence. The chamfer dis-
tance is in pixel.

Figure 7. Tracking large inter-frame motion
with dense clutter. The first row is the in-
trinsic tracker’s result. From left to right is:
Posterior estimation of frame 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
the multiple samples in frame 9, 10. The sec-
ond row is the corresponding ICondensation
tracker’s result. The third row is the lip region
probability map and the fourth row is the color
edge in lip region.

ally coordinated low dimensional vector in a continuous
metric space. The learning algorithm is general and exper-
iments on fish and lip tracking show that the learned prob-
abilistic tracker can significantly improve its performance
when tracking object with variable shape and complex dy-
namics. Further more, interesting shape details of the ob-
ject can be obtained by applying the learning algorithm on
a larger training set and possibly with enlarged intrinsic di-
mensionality.

We intend to explore several avenues in future work:
a). The current mapping between high and low dimen-

sional states is non-parametric and its computational com-
plexity depends on the size of the training set. An alterna-
tive is to establish the mapping using compactly supported
Radial Basis Function (RBF) that is computationally more
efficient but with the similar accuracy.

b). How general is the assumption of a low dimensional



Figure 8. Left: lip tracking result of different
people under different poses. Right: the in-
trinsic representation of lip for multiple peo-
ple and different pose. The red data points on
the vertical and horizontal lines are visualized
at the left and bottom side. The vertical line
can be regarded as a close/open mouth pro-
cess and the horizontal line can be regarded
as lip under different poses.

intrinsically flat manifold? And what if the object state does
not lie on such a manifold?
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Appendix A

The complete data log-likelihood function is specified by
equation (6). The ML estimation of model parameters are
listed as follows:
αl = Cl

N , Cl is the number of samples thatwi = l
vl = 1

Cl

∑
i,wi=l yi, Σl = 1

Cl

∑
i,wi=l(yi − vl)(yi − vl)T

Λ̃l =
∑

i,wi=l(xiỹT
i ) · (∑i,wi=l(ỹiỹT

i ))−1,where:

Λ̃l = [Λl, µl], ỹi = [yi 1]T . And Ψl = σlI with:
σl = 1

ClD

∑
i,wi=l(xi − Λlyi − µl)T (xi − Λlyi − µl)

Appendix B

Denote the neighborhood set ofy asP = {p1, ..,pn}
sorted by the distance fromy(y �= pi), the following algo-
rithm will pick up a subsetQ = {q1,q2, ..,qm} from P
such that{qi − y, i = 1, ..,m} are linearly independent.
The algorithm is as follows:

1. Setq1 = p1, r1 = p1 − y andk = 1

2. Fori = 2, .., n Let:
t = (pi − y) − ( (pi−y)·r1

r1·r1
)r1 − ... − ( (pi−y)·rk

rk·rk
)rk

If t �= 0, thenk = k + 1;qk = pi; rk = t

3. Suppose the finalk adds up tom, then Q =
{q1,q2, ..,qm} is the selected neighborhood set.

The above algorithm assumes thaty �= pi, i = 1, .., n.
If the neighborhood set has a vector equal toy, we can just
add it to the final setQ.


